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Abstract
Fat infiltration within the fascial envelope of the thigh or intermuscular adispose tissue (IMAT),
has been shown to be associated with both adverse metabolic and mobility impairments in older
individuals. More recent findings suggest these fat deposits may be associated with increasing age
and inactivity; and perhaps exercise may be able to counter or mitigate this increase in IMAT.
This brief report summarizes the literature with respect to IMAT and its relationship to increasing
age, physical activity levels, muscle strength, mobility and metabolism in the elderly. Further, we
present preliminary data suggesting that IMAT is associated with increasing age in individuals
across disease states (r=0.47, p<0.05), and that resistance exercise can decrease IMAT in older
individuals with a variety of co-morbid conditions.
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Introduction and Review of Literature
Age-related changes in the prevalence and magnitude of fat within the fascial envelope of
locomotor muscle, termed intermuscular adipose tissue (IMAT), likely contributes to
impaired muscle force production, mobility and metabolic status in the elderly. The
independent univariate effect of aging on skeletal muscle fat infiltration however, is not
fully understood. There are reports of a positive association between age and skeletal muscle
fat (1–4), though others have not found this to be the case (5, 6). Reasons for the
contradictory findings include the different types of skeletal muscle fat assessed, the age
range of the subjects, and their varying physical activity levels. Of interest, the two studies
(5, 6) that have not found increased skeletal muscle fat with increased age did not include
individuals older than 70 years, a fact that may mask any increase in skeletal muscle fat with
increasing age.

Moreover, it is difficult to determine the extent to which the accumulation of fat in muscle is
directly attributable to aging and which to physical inactivity since muscle fatty infiltration
has been unambiguously linked to physical inactivity in healthy younger individuals and in
those with muscle impairments. Accumulation of IMAT occurs in the muscles of healthy
young individuals after only four weeks of immobilization (7). Greater fat deposition has
been reported in the paretic limb of chronic stroke survivors (8) and muscle fat content is
126% greater in patients six-weeks post spinal cord injury compared to able-bodied controls
(9). We also have observed that unilateral muscle impairments and resultant inactivity are
associated with increased IMAT (unpublished data).
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It is well established that even in the healthy elderly, strength declines outweigh the loss of
lean muscle tissue mass by up to three times (10–17). Further, maintenance or even gains in
lean mass do not necessarily prevent this loss of strength (12); and the force produced by
skeletal muscle per unit of muscle mass decreases with advancing age (12, 18, 19). While
these facts do not diminish the importance of maintaining muscle mass as one ages, they do
underscore that there is more to this loss of age-related muscle strength than simply a loss of
lean tissue. The lipotoxic effect of fatty infiltration of muscle has recently gained attention
and now joins the ranks of age-related neurological changes, hormonal and metabolic
alterations, and the presence of pro-inflammatory cytokines as potential contributors to the
loss of muscle force producing capabilities (20).

Recent evidence suggests that skeletal muscle lipid content influences muscle strength and
mobility function (3, 21) as well as increased risk of future mobility loss in older men and
women (22). The additional burden of age-associated co-morbid disease conditions appear
to strengthen the association between skeletal muscle fat and mobility as obese individuals
with diabetes and peripheral neuropathy demonstrate a strong inverse association between
distal lower extremity IMAT and physical performance test scores (23). Lending support to
this assertion is data from our laboratory (unpublished data) indicating that relative to
mobility function (six minute walk and habitual physical activity), thigh IMAT is a more
important muscle structure variable than thigh lean tissue in older cancer survivors.

Central body fat distribution has long been associated with metabolic abnormalities like type
2 diabetes (24–26), though adipose tissue in muscle is becoming increasingly important as it
relates to metabolism, specifically its negative and independent impact on insulin resistance
(27–31). Obese individuals with type 2 diabetes have higher amounts of IMAT but less
subcutaneous adipose than obese individuals with normal glucose tolerance (32), suggesting
that increased IMAT may intensify the risk of insulin resistance.

The purpose of this brief report is to present a suite of findings that confirm IMAT is
positively associated with age across a broad spectrum of impaired individuals, and to
present for the first time that resistance exercise training can decrease thigh IMAT in older
individuals.

Methods
Participants

Aim 1—In order to examine the association of age with IMAT, we sought to include
participants with a wide range of ages, mobility levels, and co-morbid diseases. The
accessible population from which the sample was drawn was the participants who were
enrolled in studies of lower extremity exercise training and their pre-training test results.
The common inclusion criterion for these studies was a disease state or disability that
resulted in muscle weakness or loss of muscle mass in the lower extremities. All subjects
also had to be ambulatory. Subjects were excluded only if they had unstable medical
conditions such as severe cardiac disease (New York Heart Association class III or
uncontrolled hypertension (SBP > 165/95 mmHg); orthopedic problems that limited their
ability to use exercise equipment without pain; diabetic retinopathy; myopathy; an inability
to concentrate, follow directions or work independently; impaired knee flexion < 90°, or
extreme claustrophobia.

Aim 2—In order to explore the impact of resistance exercise on thigh IMAT in older
individuals, the sample was drawn from all participants in the age and IMAT analysis. To be
included in the cohort for aim 2, participants had to be over 55 years old and have
participated in a 12-week resistance-training program.
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Measurements
Age, sex, and body mass index were gathered from all participants. Bilateral MRI scans of
the thighs were obtained. Both IMAT and lean tissue cross-sectional areas were calculated
from the MRI scans. Subjects were placed supine in a 1.5 Tesla whole body MR imager
(Signa Lightening LX 8.4; General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI). To establish
the region of interest (ROI), a coronal fast spoiled gradient echo scout scan was used to
identify the superior and inferior boundaries of the scans (the femoral head and the
tibiofemoral joint line). Once the ROI was established, axial T1 weighted images were
acquired in the standard body coil using a fast-spin echo sequence with repetition time/time
to echo = 550/9.2, 8-mm slice thickness, 15-mm interslice distance, and a 320 X 320 matrix.
Four images from the middle 1/3 of each thigh were used to determine average cross-
sectional area (cm2) of IMAT and lean tissue using custom written image analysis software
(MatLab; Mathworks, Natick, MA). Manual tracing eliminated subcutaneous fat and bone
and isolated the fascial border of the thigh to create a subfascial ROI. The total number of
pixels within the ROI, a frequency distribution and a histogram of all pixels and signal
intensities produced two different peaks that differentiated lean tissue from IMAT. The
dependent variable of percentage IMAT was calculated by dividing the cross sectional area
of IMAT by the total thigh cross sectional area. The same investigator, blinded to time point
of the scan and slice location, performed measurements of individual participants before and
after training. This technique has demonstrated high levels of intrarater reliability (36), test-
retest reliability (9, 37), and concurrent validity when compared to imaging of a cadaveric
phantom limb (36).

Intervention
The resistance training consisted of high-force eccentric lower extremity extensor muscle
contractions for 3 nonconsecutive days per week for 12 weeks. A physical therapist or
exercise physiologist supervised all exercise sessions. Ratings of perceived exertion (RPE),
using the Borg scale (38), were obtained from the subject at the end of each training session.
This eccentric resistance program was titrated to progressively increase in intensity while
avoiding muscle damage. The progression proceeded from a perceived exertion level of
“very light” to “somewhat hard,” and from a duration of 5 minutes to 30 minutes per day
and was performed on a high-force eccentric ergometer, described previously (39). As the
ergometer pedals moved, subjects attempted to slow the pedals by applying force, resulting
in high-force eccentric muscle contractions of the lower extremity extensor muscles. A
visual analog scale (VAS) was used to monitor muscle pain prior to each session and heart
rate and RPE were collected at the half-way point of each session.

Statistical Analyses
Descriptive statistics were calculated for demographic variables (Table 1). The distributions
of all dependent variables were examined to insure that the assumptions of parametric
statistical tests were met. To examine the relationship of age and locomotor muscle
adiposity, bivariate Pearson product moment correlations were performed between age and
the thigh IMAT. In order to examine the effect of resistance training on thigh tissue
morphology, separate paired t-tests were utilized to compare pre and post training IMAT
and lean tissue. All statistical tests were interpreted with an a priori alpha level of p<.05.

Results
Aim 1

The participants included for examination of the relationship of age to IMAT included 88
subjects, aged 18–87 years, and included chronic 10 stroke survivors, 5 post-menopausal
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women with impaired glucose tolerance, 38 cancer survivors, 13 anterior cruciate ligament
deficient individuals, 5 individuals with multiple sclerosis, and 17 individuals two years
after a total knee replacement (Table 1).

A significant (p<0.01) positive relationship exists between age and percentage of thigh
IMAT (r=0.47), suggesting that aging is associated with an increase in thigh IMAT (Figure
1).

Aim 2
The subset of the individuals utilized for Aim 1 comprised 32 individuals (mean age 69
years, 22 women, 10 men) who were either cancer survivors (n=15), chronic stroke
survivors (n=4), had impaired glucose tolerance (n=2), multiple sclerosis (n=2), or total knee
arthroplasty (n=9).

A significant (p<0.05) decrease in thigh IMAT (11.0%), and increase in thigh lean tissue
(7.0%) was found in individuals 55 years and older who participated in a 12-week resistance
training program.

Discussion
This investigation has demonstrated that aging is accompanied by an increase in muscle
fatty infiltration, and that this fatty infiltration is amenable to change after 12 weeks of
thrice-weekly resistance training in a group of older individuals with a variety of co-morbid
conditions. The association of muscle fatty infiltration with increasing age in our sample
validates and adds to the body of literature that describes this phenomenon in sedentary,
healthy individuals (1, 2, 4, 40). Our finding of a reduction in thigh IMAT following 12
weeks of resistance training is novel and demonstrates a newly discovered adaptation to
resistance training in this diverse group. Further, our results suggest an important role for
resistance exercise in mitigating muscle fatty infiltration in the elderly across disease states.

Decreasing IMAT with a resistance training-only stimulus is a unique outcome, though
recent evidence from our laboratory suggests resistance training combined with aerobic
exercise may alter IMAT in middle-aged individuals with diabetes (33), and others (34, 35)
have begun to report loss of other lower extremity fat depots with resistance exercise. In
previously trained elderly individuals, withdrawal of resistance exercise substantially
decreased the radiological density of skeletal muscle, indicating an increase in skeletal
muscle lipid content. Further, when this group of 13 individuals participated in a 12-week
re-training period it resulted in a significant decrease in muscle lipid content (35). In a
separate study, a decrease of nearly 7% thigh fat was a significant but unexpected finding of
a recent eccentric ergometer resistance-training program in 80 year-old healthy elders (34).
Because the decreased fat was measured by densitometry it is unknown whether this fat was
lost from the subcutaneous depot or within the fascial border of the thigh muscles (34).

Other evidence suggesting that changing the way a muscle is used, rather than aging itself,
may play an important role in the level of fatty infiltration seen with age is found in studies
of inactivity. A recent randomized controlled trial with a one-year follow-up determined that
moderate increases in physical activity, made up of primarily brisk walking, prevented age-
associated muscle fat infiltration in elderly individuals (41). This novel finding was
especially interesting since the prevention of fat gain was specific to the sub-fascial fat depot
and subcutaneous gluteal-femoral fat was not significantly different between the physical
activity group and the controls.
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Muscle fatty infiltration has been shown to have a negative impact on muscle strength and
mobility (21–23, 40) in the elderly. A recent review paper suggests that muscle fat
infiltration may in fact be more important than muscle lean when referring to mobility
function (43). Though muscle fat infiltration was not specifically implicated, older
individuals with type 2 diabetes are reported to have lower muscle quality, or a decreased
ability to produce muscle force per unit of muscle mass, than age matched control subjects,
despite having higher leg and arm muscle mass (44). Because those with diabetes have
higher amounts of both total adipose tissue and IMAT, muscle fatty infiltration has been
suggested as a potential contributory factor to the lower muscle quality seen in this
population (12). Resistance training that results in improved muscle composition may
increase not only muscle size, but muscle’s ability to produce force, or muscle quality and
hence the ability to perform important mobility functions. Our data, in addition to the
available literature suggests that fatty infiltration into muscle is a dynamic process that is
responsive to exercise, a countermeasure that can prevent or reverse its occurrence.

Improving muscle composition by decreasing fatty infiltration may also positively impact
metabolism. Several linkages have been found between muscle fat infiltration and insulin
sensitivity in those with and without type 2 diabetes (27–31). Resistance training may be an
especially attractive alternative or adjunct to the more traditional aerobic training that has
come to be associated with diabetes care since it typically requires lower energetic output
and perceived exertion. In fact, resistance training has recently been found to have a positive
impact on insulin sensitivity in those with diabetes (45), and though the mechanisms of these
improvements remains elusive, participation in regular resistance training is now
recommended for those with type 2 diabetes (46, 47).

Conclusions
Fat infiltration in skeletal muscle is associated with both metabolic and mobility
impairments in older individuals. IMAT increases with age and inactivity. While our data is
consistent with previous reports of increased IMAT in older individuals, our results are
novel in that we report IMAT responds to resistance training in older individuals with a
variety of co-morbid conditions. This finding underscores the importance of further
exploring the impact of exercise training on changes in IMAT, muscle strength, and mobility
in the elderly and other mobility impaired individuals. Exercise that mitigates the
accumulation of IMAT in older individuals has the potential to positively impact both
metabolic and mobility impairments. Resistance training, in addition to increasing lean
tissue, may improve muscle composition in older adults. Determining the functional and
metabolic impact of these changes is an alluring proposition that deserves future research
consideration.
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Figure 1.
Relationship between age and percent thigh intermuscular fat (IMAT) in 88 individuals with
a variety of co-morbid conditions, r=0.47, p<0.05
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Table 1

Demographic characteristics of all 88 participants. (IGT = impaired glucose tolerance)

Disability (n) Mean Age (years) Sex (F/M) Mean BMI (kg/m2)

Chronic Stroke Survivors (10) 63.7 5/5 29.2

Post-Menopausal with IGT (5) 57.2 5/0 29.2

Cancer Survivors (38) 73.8 26/12 28.8

Anterior Cruciate Deficient (13) 30.2 5/8 24.9

Multiple Sclerosis (5) 59.0 2/3 30.3

Total Knee Arthroplasty (17) 67.4 12/5 32.1
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